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The analysis of NMR spectra is both a critical step and today the most time consuming task in the process of protein
structure determination. All relevant signals of a spectrum must be identified and the chemical shifts uniquely assigned
to the atoms of the protein by logical inference. All NMR software packages known to the author base their information
management on peak- and atomlists. Each spectrum is associated with a dedicated peaklist consisting of individual
peaks. The synchronization of peaks among different peaklists is one of the major causes of the complexity related to
resonance assignment. We present a novel approach implemented in CARA which infers the position of expected
cross-peaks dynamically from a spectrum-independent signal repository, eliminating the need to synchronize peaklists.
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SpectrumType

name: string

ProcedureStep

id: number
name: string
target: AtomType
hopCount: number
repeat: boolean
mean, deviation: number
dimension: number

*
<<ordered>>

procedure

 : SpectrumType

name = "(H)CCH-COSY"

 : ProcedureStep
id = 3
name = "CC COSY"
target = C
hopCount = 1
repeat = false
mean = 40
deviation = 35
dimension = 3

 : ProcedureStep
id = 1
name = "H"
target = H

 : ProcedureStep
id = 2
name = "HC INEPT"
target = C
hopCount = 1
repeat = false
mean = 40
deviation = 35
dimension = 2

 : ProcedureStep
id = 4
name = "CH INEPT"
target = H
hopCount = 1
repeat = false
dimension = 1
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1. The domain of the first step corresponds to all Atoms of the Serine.
Since target equals to H, the codomain of the relation are all Atoms with
type = H.

2. The codomain of the first step becomes the candidate domain of the
second. In the second step we are looking for all Atoms within one bond
distance, whose type equals to C and mean is in the range of 40 ± 35
PPM. HG and HN don't meet these conditions and their path therefore
break off.

3. The conditions of step three are identical to step two. CA and CB form
the candidate domain for this step. Reflection is allowed, so CA and CB
can relate to themselves. However the relation of CA and CO is not
possible due to the restriction of the PPM range (i.e. the mean of CO is
around 170 PPM).

4. This step tries to relate CA and CB to all Atoms with type = H. Due to
the bond distance restriction (hopCount of one) this is only possible with
HA, HB2 and HB3. If the step had defined a hopCount of two, then HN
and HG would belong to the codomain.
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